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Core Furniture Concepts started in 2005 to service the expanding hospitality 
and corporate sectors. Since then we have added 5 European brands to 
our portfolio to increase our exclusive product range to our clients.

Core Furniture Concepts is a furniture supplier and solutions provider. We 
are a proudly South African company with offices in Cape Town and 
Johannesburg with a team of 20 staff.







Our flagship Spanish brand, Vondom, creates more than just furniture - it creates modes of expression. Their furniture is breathtakingly modern, 
due to combination of ground-breaking technology and trendsetting designs. Each collection withing Vonsom is unique and extraordinary, 

and is reknowned for its light-up options. Its team of designers include Karim Rashid, Ramon Esteve and Eugeni Quillet.













Fun and playful.
Myyour has a fantastic range of signature, stand-out and complimentary furniture pieces to light up a magical night.









Serralunga is both modern and elegant in equal measures. Since 1825 the Serralunga family have been creating outdoor furniture with a 
distinctly italian flair. They have had countless designers produce innovative and original pieces, including Philippe Stark and Zaha Hadid.









Point is a traditional Spanish furniture range that goes back 3 generations, bringing exceptional craftsmanship to every piece of furniture.  
 Through collaboration with internationally renowned designers, Point furniture stays true to its Mediterranean roots with collections of furniture 

that are both classic and contemporary.  

Point uses a new synthetic fibre Shintotex® 
that is both highly durable for outdoor use 
yet warm and natural to look and touch.
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Varaschin is a contemporary range of furniture that celebrates its origin in the craftsmanship of weaving. Designed for both outdoor and 
indoor use, each product line has its own story and identity.
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Core Furniture Concepts has over 13 years' experience of sourcing 
furniture globally. We work with a handful of select suppliers to ensure 
that our client receives quality furniture that matches their budget and 
timelines.







































SOME OF OUR CLIENTS...








